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Teri advances in Business Traineeship  

Congratulations to Teri for successfully completing the first half of her Business Traineeship with 

HVTC and Triple i. We applaud her for completing her studies quickly and with ease, showcasing 

her dedication and determination. Well done, Teri! 

Teri, who joined us about a year ago, has recently achieved a significant milestone by completing 

her Certificate III in Business. In line with her personal development plan, she has now embarked on 

her Certificate IV in Business, further advancing her skills and knowledge.  

Our programs provide flexibility around studying and working, ensuring each employee thrives. As 

described by Teri, ‘’Throughout my training, Triple i provided plenty of support to allow me to reach 

my goals. I have been given opportunities to progress further with training and my career, I look 

forward to taking advantage of these and seeing what Triple i will help me archive.’’  

As a valued member of our operational support and administration team, Teri plays a vital role in 

both our Unanderra buildings. Her responsibilities span various departments, requiring her to adapt 

to the demanding nature of a busy operational support role. The training program is specifically 

designed to equip her with the skills needed to excel in these challenging tasks. 

Teri, your commitment, and hard work have been exemplary, and we are confident that you will 

continue to thrive in your journey. Keep up the fantastic work, and we are excited to see what you 

will accomplish with Triple i's support. 

For more information regarding our current trainee program, visit our Graduate and Trainee page: 

https://www.triplei.com.au/careers/apprentice-cadet-graduate-program/ 

 

About Triple i 

Triple i deliver outcomes for all your control, data, electrical, instrument, and mechanical needs with 

over thirty-five years of experience. We supply a range of technology-based projects, consultancy, 

maintenance, and support services in the industrial sector. With over eighty skilled employees, 

Triple i provides the best product and services, with integrated solutions designed for client needs. 
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